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In this stud}·,

we implemented end-pumped Fabry-Perot

and

ring

NeodymiumiYAC lasers operating at 1064 nm. Intracavity frequency doubling
of these lasers to 532nm was also achieved. A 4W diode laser was used as a
pump source. Diode light was transferred to the Nd:YAG crystal via various
optics. 2.5 W pump power was incident on the NdiYAG crystal. Various FabryPerot resonator configurations were implemented and evaluated. A maximum
output power of 780 m\\ was obtained. This corresponds to 31% optical con
version efficiency. A strong relationship between the laser performance and
the radius of the laser mode was observed. It is also noted that the wave
length of the diode light is a very important parameter for laser performance.
In addition to Fabry-Perot lasers, a ring laser was implemented, yielding a
maximum output power of 230 mW. With these two types of lasers, intra
cavity frequency doubling experiments were carried out using a KTP crystal.
165 mW and 85rnW maximum output powers at 532 nm were obtained from
intracavity frequency doubled Fabry-Perot and ring lasers, respectively.

Keywords : lasers, l\'d:5AG, diode lasers, diode-pumped, end-pumped, fre(]uency doubling, second harmonic generation.
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Salih Uğur
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans
Tez yöneticisi: Yar. Doç. Dr. Orhan A y tür
Şubat 1996

Bu çalışmada 1064 nm’de çalışan arkadan pompalanmış Fabry-Perot ve
halka. NeodimyumrYAG lazerler yapılmıştır. Bu lazerlerle resonatör-içi frekans
katlaması yoluyla 532 nm’de çıkış da elde edilmiştir. Pompa kaynağı olarak

4 W ’lik bir diyot lazer kullanılmıştır.

Diyot ışığı çeşitli optikler yoluyla

Nd:Y,AC’a iletilmiştir. NdıY.AG’a ulaşan pompa gücü 2 .5W ’dır. Çeşitli FabryPerot resonator geometrileri yapılmış ve değerlendirilmiştir.
yüksek güç 780 mW olmuştur.

Elde edilen en

Bu, % 3riik optik dönüşüm verimine denk

gelmektedir. Lazerin performansı ile lazer modu yarıçapı arasında güçlü bir
bağlantı gözlemlenmiştir. Ayrıca. di}'^ot lazer dalgaboyunun lazerin performansı
için çok önemli bir değişken olduğu kaydedilmiştir. Fabry-Perot lazerlerinden
başka, en yüksek gücü 230 mW olan bir halka lazeri de gerçekleştirilmiştir. Bu
iki çeşit lazerle. KTP kristali kullanılarak resonatör-içi frekans katlaması deney
leri yapılmıştır. Bu resonatör-içi frekans katlamalı Fabry-Perot ve halka lazer
lerinden 532 nm dagaboyunda sırasıyla 165 mW ve 85mVV güç elde edilmiştir.

Allahlar h'tliıneler : lazerler. .\d:Y.AG, diyot lazerler, diyotla-pompalanmış,
arkadan-pompalanmış. frekans katlaması, ikinci harmonik üretimi.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Lasers are devices that generate coherent light beams. A coherent beam has a
fixed phase over the cross-section of the beam and a very narrow bandwidth.
The frequency range of lasers extends from microwaves to soft-x-rays. Because
of their unique properties, lasers find applications in many diverse areas of
science and technology. .Amongst these are optical communications, military
systems, remote sensing, medicine, and optical data storage.
The first successful laser was built in 1960 [1].

This was a flash-lamp-

pumped ruby laser. Many diffei’ent types of lasers were developed soon after.
Among these, solid-state lasers are unique for their higher efficiency, design
simplicity, and compactness.
.Solid-state lasers are mostly optically pumped. Early solid-state lasers were
pumped with flashlamps. The advent of semiconductor lasers brought about
anothei· possible pump source. Nowadays, both of these pump sources, flashlamps and diode lasers, are used to pump solid-state lasers. Flashlamp-pumped
lasers liave greater output powers, but have lower efficiencies due to the broad
spectral output of flashlamps. Diode-pumped la.sers offer higher efficiencies and
much better stability compared to flashlamp-pumped lasers. The output pow
ers of diode-pumped lasers are also increasing steadily due to rapid advances
in diode laser technology and innovative laser designs.
In diode-pumped lasers, there are two alternatives for the pum])ing geom
etry. One is side-pumping in which the diode or diodes are placed around the
laser material. In this geometry, pump light is absorbed starting from the outc'r
edges to the inner parts of the laser material. The advantage of side-pumped
lasers is their higher outi)ut powers, since (he number of diode lasers that ai(‘

i

placed around the gain medium can be increased easilj^ The other geometry
is end-pumping where the diode is positioned towards one of the faces of the
laser material. The pump beam from the diode is collinear with the optical
resonator, hence the overlap between the pumped volume and fundamental
laser mode can be very high. Moreover, the laser material can be made longer
than the absorption length of the pump light, so that a large fraction of the
pump beam can be absorbed. These properties lead to higher efficiencies and
better beam qualities.
IVeodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (NdrYAG) is a widely used
solid-state laser material because of its favorable optical and physical proper
ties. It has sexeral possible lasing wavelengths, the strongest of which is at
1064 nm.

Nd:Y.AC has absorption bands near SlOnm where AlGaAs diode

lasers operate. This makes Nd:Y.AG a natural choice for diode-pumping.
Lasers are constructed by placing a gain medium inside an optical resonator.
Optical resonators can be classified into two groups, Fabry-Perot resonators
and ring resonators. Fabry-Perot resonators are implemented by placing two
mirrors in parallel. A standing wave pattern is set up inside Fabry-Perot res
onators. Standing waves inside the gain medium create an effect called spatial
hole burning, which pre\ents single longitudinal mode operation of the laser.
Spatial hole burning can be eliminated using ring resonators. A ring laser that
is operated imidirectionally, with the help of an isolator inside the resonator,
will have no standing waves, and therefore no spatial hole burning. The dis
advantage of ring lasers is that the gain medium is traversed only once in one
round trip.
The output wavelength di\’ersity of lasers are limited to the number of pos
sible atomic transitions of laser materials. To extend the wavelength range of
lasers, nonlinear optical properties of various materials are utilized. Frequency
doubling is one of the nonlinear optical processes with which new freciuencies
can be generated. Frequenc}· doubling (second harmonic generation) can be
achieved by passing the laser beam through a suitable nonlinear material. .Al
ternatively. the nonlinear material may be placed inside the laser resonator to
take advantage of the larger intensities there. This method is called intracavitv
freijuencv doubling. There are many crystals that can be used for second liarnionic generation. The one especially suitable for using with .NcLYAG lasers is
Potassium Titanyl Phosphate (K TP). .A portion of the light from NdrA'AG at
1061 nm is converted to light at .532nm as it passes through an appropriately
oriented KTP crystal.

In this thesis, we designed and implemented Nd:YAG lasers. As a pump
source, we used a diode laser with 4 W output power. The highly divergent
light of the diode was collimated with a high numerical aperture compound lens.
After that, a cylindrical lens was used to correct the astigmatism of the beam.
The pump light was focused to a spot of 600/xm by 100/nn using a spherical
lens. The focu-sed pump beam was used to end-pump a 1 cm long NcbYAG
crystal. 98% of the incident pump power is absorbed in the crystal. The faces
of the Nd:YAG crystal were cut at Brewster’s angle to reduce reflection losses
and to induce polarized output light.
We implemented different Fabry-Perot lasers by changing the input coupler
mirror radius of curvature, the output coupler transmittance, and the resonator
length. Changing the input coupler radius and the resonator length affects the
laser mode size. Hence, we observed the performance of the laser at different
mode sizes. By implementing lasers with different output couplers, we tried to
determine the optimum output coupler transmittance.
A ring laser was also implemented which operated bidirectionally due to
the lack of an i.solator.
Intracavity frequency doubling of the laser light was achieved with FabryPerot and ring lasers. .\ KTP crystal was used for this purpose.
Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background to explain basic laser proper
ties and design criteria. The pumping scheme of our laser is described in Chap
ter 3. In Chapter4, the results and analyses of Fabry-Perot laser experiments
are presented. In Chapter5. the ring laser design is explained.

Intracavity

frequency doubling experiments are described in Chapter 6. Finally, remarks
and conclusions are provided in Chapter?.

Chapter 2
THEORETICAL
BACKGROUND
This cliapter gives the basic theory that underlies our experiments. F’irst, a
simple theory is given for continuous wave (cw) lasers. Then, the diode laser
end-purnping scheme is described. Explanations of ring lasers and frecpiency
doubling are given next. At the end, a brief history of experimental work done
in this field is given.

2.1

Basic laser theory

.A laser is an oscillator at optical frequencies. As in electronic oscillators, there
are two essential parts of a typical laser (see Figure 2. 1):
• .Amplification.
• Positive feedback.
.Amplification is achieved through a gain medium which is a material con
sisting of an appropriate collection of atoms, molecules, ions or electrons. 0 |)lical gain is obtained by exciting the material system into higher (|uantum
mechanical energy le\els to create'a population inversion. This excitation op
eration is called t he pumping process.
The mirrors placed around the gain medium in a laser supply the (eedback. By properly aligning the.se mirrors, the beam inside the resonator can

be bounced back and forth between them. The beam is amplified at every pass
t hrough the gain medium. If the net amplification exceeds the total los,ses (due
to mirrors, scattering, etc...), then laser oscillation will build up. The output
beam can be coupled from this oscillation via a partially transmitting mirror
(out])ut coupler).
Optical Resonator

Laser Beam

Partially Transmitting
Mirror

Totally Reflecting
Mirror

Figure 2. 1: A generic laser.

2.1.1

Absorption and emission

In the laser gain medium, the electronic charge distribution of atoms, molecules
or ions creates energy levels. Absorption or emission of a photon is the result
of the upward or downward transition (respectively) of an atom between two
of its energy le\'els. .A. simplified two level energy diagram is shown in Figure
99

Figure 2.2: .Simplified two-level energy level diagram.

'Fhere are three different types of interactions between the atom and the
|)hot.on. For any of interactions to occur, the energy ol the photon should be

close to the energy difference between the levels of the atom

E 2 — E\ — hui) ~ hv

( 2. 1)

where h = 6.63 x 10“ ^'' J-s is Planck’s constant, // is the frequency of the photon,
and £’2 — E\ is the energy difference between the atomic energy levels [2]. In
other words, the light field must be in resonance with the atomic transition.
If the condition in Equation (2.1) is not satisfied, the interaction will be very
weak or will not exist at all.
First, there is spontaneous emission. In this kind of transitions, upper level
atoms spontaneously drop to the lower level while emitting a photon. Fluo
rescence. energy decay, energy relaxation, and radiative relaxation are other
names for this process. Actually, there are two separate kinds of downward
s]:>ontaneous transitions. One is radiative transitions which we called sponta
neous emission. The other one is nonradiative transitions where the transition
energy is released not by radiating electromagnetic radiation, but by setting
up mechanical vibrations of the surrounding crystal lattice. When atoms are
])laced in an upper level, they decay downward by a combination of radiative
and nonradiative decay processes. The relative rates of these transitions is dif
ferent for every atomic transition and depends on the immediate surroundings
of the atoms.
In spontaneous emission, each individual atom radiates independently, with
a ])luise angle that is independent of all the other radiating atoms. Photons
can be characterized by a sum of orthogonal electromagnetic modes [2]. The
spontaneous emission is also independent of the number of photons that may
already exist in these modes and the emitted photon can be coupled in any
modes. Thus, the total fluorescent emission from a collection of spontaneously
emitting atoms is noise-like in character.
For an atom, the rate of spontaneous emission of one photon into a single
prescribed mode is given as [2]
( 2 .2 )

Vsp =

Mere, c is the speed of light in the medium, V’ is the cavity volume, and (t {i·/)
is the transition cross section which is a narrow function of и centered around
the atomic resonance frequency. In this equation, the atom is assumed to be
inside a cavity of volume V\ for simplicity. However, this assumption does
not pose a loss of generality [2]. The transition cross section tor a specific
t ransition can be calculated using Schrodinger’s equation, but the calculations
are very complicated, 'riierefore, <r(/2) is usually determined experimentally.

6

Experimentally measurable quantities that give the transition cross section are
the spontaneous fluorescence lifetime tgp and the lineshape function g{i/). The
spontaneous fluorescence lifetime is defined as the decay time of excited atoms
spontaneously falling to lower level by emitting a photon. The relation between
the transition cross section and the lineshape function is given by
c r(;/) = ,S'^(/y)

(2.3)

where

S = /

a{p)dv

Jo

(2.4)

and it is called the transition strength. The transition strength is obtained from
the spontaneous fluorescence lifetime. The relation between them is given by
-S' =

STTtsp

(2.5)

Here. A is the wavelength. Equation ( 2.2) gives probability of emitting a photon
into one mode, but the spontaneous emission can be into any mode. For an
atom, the rate of spontaneous emission of one photon into any mode is given
bv

1

8x5

sp

(2.6 )

■-sp

w.'hich is obtained by integrating Equation ( 2.2 ) over all possible modes.
When a light field near resonance with a pair of energy levels is propagating
through the medium, two types of stimulated processes occur, namely stimu
lated emission and stimulated absorption. Stimulated absorption results in the
loss of a photon from the light field. The energy of the photon is transfered
to the medium by increasing the energy of an atom from a lower energy level
to a higher one. Stimulated emission results in an increase in the number of
photons (light intensity) when an atom drops from a higher energy level to a
lower one. In this case, the emitted photons have exactly the same character
istics (frequency, direction, polarization, etc...) with the original (stimulating)
photons. This is t he key process behind lasers. Both of these stimulated pro
cesses have tlie same rate. The rate of emitting a photon (if the atom is in tlie
upper level) and the rate of absorbing a photon (if the atom is in the upper
le\'el) are both given b\'
IT,· = (pa{I/)

(2.7)

where <p = / / / / e is the mean photon flux density (photons per second per unit
area) and / is the optical intensity.
If there are .V| atoms (per unit volume) at the lower level in the nu'dium,
then the number of absorbed photons is AhH ,· Similarly, if there are N 2 atoms

at the upper level, then the number of emitted photons is N-zWi. Therefore,
t he net number of gained photons will be A'lT,, where .V is the population
difference { N = .^ 2 — Ni). Thus, for a beam of photons propagating along the
direction, the incremental number of photons per unit area per unit time can
be written as [2]

dq> = NWidz.

(2.8)

Equation (2.8) can be written in the form of a differential equation

d6{z)
dz

(2.9)

wheie ')(//) is called the gain coefficient

7 (//) = Na{i/).

(2.10)

The solution of Equation (2.9) is
d>(z) = 0 (O)e.xp[7 (i/)ir].

( 2 . 11 )

This is an e.xponential function of JİL·')z which is directly proportional to the
population difference N.

If N 2 > N 1 {N is positive) the medium acts as an

amplifier. If .N2 < Ah (N is negative) the medium acts as an absorber. In ther
mal equilibrium. N 2 is always less than A^i, therefore N is always negative [3].
.As a result, the medium acts as an absorber in thermal equilibrium.

2.1.2

Population inversion

To achieve amplification of light passing through the medium, the population
of the higher energy level should be larger than that of the lower level (see
Figure 2.3). An external source of energy is required to populate the specified
energy level so as to create a population inversion. This energy is provided by
an external pumping mechanism.
The mechanism of pumping requires the use of additional energy levels
other than those directly involved in the amplification process.

The popu

lation in\-ersion between desired levels is obtained indirectly by exciting the
atoms into other energy levels. The pumping and laser processes in real laser
systems typically involve a large number of energy levels, with complex ex
citation and cascaded relaxation proces.ses among all these levels. However,
almost all lasers can be modeled as systems with three or four energy le\-els
and sonu' important insights can be gained by analyzing these simplified three
or f()ur-le\el (uiergy diagrams. .Since NdA^AC is a four-level las<‘r .system, we
8

present the energy diagram (see Figure 2.4 [2]) and some relations of four-lev(*l
lasers here. Lifetimes, which are inverses of transition rates, of corresponding
energy levels are shown with r in the figure.
energy

upper level

laser
action

1''

lower level

population

Figure 2M: Population inversion between two energy levels.
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Figure 2.4: Four-level system.

In four-level systems, the pump transition is from the ground state (level g)
to an absorption band (level 3). The 3 —^2 transition has a short lifetime, so t hat
the atoms excited to level 3 will proceed rapidly to level 2. There is negligible
population in level 3 through the laser process (-V3 ~ 0). Level 2 has a long
lifetime and therefore it accumulates population.

The laser transition occurs

between the level 2 and the level 1. Level 1 is a short-lived level and sustains
little i)opulation (Ah ~ 0). From here the atom undergoes a rapid transition to
id le\’el. The population difference in an optically pumped four-level

laser system can be written as [2]

N =

^pNqT2{i - r,/T 2i)
1 + Wi{T2 + Г](1 — T2/T 21 )) + Wp{T2 {\ — Ti / t2 i )) '

( 2 . 12 )

Here. И p is the pumping rate. Nq is the total atomic density of the material,
and T2 is the overall lifetime of the level 2

Usually, four-

level systems with T21 > Г2 > ri and Г2 ~ tsp are preferred as a gain medium
ill real lasers because of their higher obtainable population differences, so the
Equation (2.12) can be simplified to

N =
where

-Vo =

No
1 + TgWi

(2.13)

tspNgWp
1 + isp^Np

(2.14)

and
r., =

^sp
1 -f·

(2.15)

Here .Vo is called the stead\’-state population difference in the absence of ra
diation. and Tg is called the saturation time constant. As clearly seen from
Equation (2.13), even in the case of very weak pumping, population inversion
is acliieved.

2.1.3

The optical resonator

In a laser, optical feedback is obtained by placing the gain medium in an opti
cal resonator. Optical resonators give rise to modes of the laser. There are two
ty])es of resonator modes: longitudinal modes which differ from one another by
their oscillation frequency and transverse modes which differ from one another
in their field distribution at a plane perpendicular to the direction of propaga
tion. riie beam divergence, beam diameter, and transverse energy distribution
of t he laser beam are determined by transverse modes, while linewidth and co
herence length are determined primarily by longitudinal modes.
In an optical resonator, only light waves whose amplitude and phases repro
duce themselves after one round trip through the resonator can be sustained.
'I'hese waves comprise the modes of tlie resonator. Transverse modes are clas
sified by the designation TEM„,„ for ('artesian coordinates. The integers w
and n r('present the number of zeros in the intensit}· pattern in the vertical and
horizontal directions. res])ecti\ely. The lowest order mode is 'ГЕМоо who.se in
tensity pioiile is a (¡aussian distribution. The re.sonator may build up Caussian
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beams (iuridamental mode) or Laguerre-Gaussiaii beams (higher order modes)
inside a. laser. Fundamental mode Gaussian beams have better beam properties
(small divergence angle, no zeros in the intensity pattern, etc...) than higher
order mode beams, so it is generally preferred to operate a. laser in TEMoo
mode. Algebraic methods can be applied to find the parameters of a Gaussian
beam for a. specific resonator [4], [5]. A B C D matrix methods can also be used
[2]. [3]. The general characteristics of Gaussian beams are given in .Appendix

A.
Longitudinal modes of the resonator are waves at discrete frecpiencies

9 = 1/ 2,...

'A; =

(2.16)

where q is the mode number and d is the length of the resonator. Laser os
cillation can build up only at these freciuencies because the round trip phase
difference is an integer multiple of 27t for these frequencies. The separation of
the longitudinal modes in a laser cavity is given by
(2.17)

2d

The optical resonator also contributes to the losses in the laser system. In
one round trip through the laser, the beam experiences several losses and its
magnitude decreases to

exp(-cVsiZ) times the original magnitude (for a

two mirror resonator). Here Ri and Ri are the reflectances of the mirrors, d
is the resonator length and q * is the distributed loss caused by absorjAion and
scattering of light in the medium. The overall loss in one round trip can be
written as a total effective distributed loss coefficient cv,. by [2]
e x p ( - 2av</) = R i R 2 e x p { - 2 Qsd)

(2.18)

Or = Oj + o,„i -|- a,„2

(2.19)

where

^ 1 ^
- 2d " / ? ,
o ,„2 o,„i and

,

0 1, 2

1

In

1

tlie contributions of the mirrors

total loss coefficient.

( 2.20)
( 2.21)

1 and 2 respecti\’ely to the

2,1.4

Laser output power

In a laser amplifier, the gain coefficient of the gain medium is dependent on
tlie photon-flux density that is to be amplified [2]

7o(i^)

7(/y) =

( 2 .22 )

1 + 4>I4>A^')'

As the plioton-flux density increases, the amplifier enters a. region of nonlinear
operation. It saturates and its gain decreases. In this equation,

is the

saturation photon-flux density and 7o(/^) is the small signal gain coefficient.
Tlieir relation to known quantities are given by

7o(;/) = Noa{u)
(k s ii')

(2.23)

=

(2.24)

In these equations, A'o increases with increasing pumping rate and r^. is related
to the decay times of energy levels.
In order for the laser to operate, its small-signal gain coefficient should be
greater than the loss coefficient;
7o(i/) > Q'r

(2.25)

From t his equation, the minimum population difference, namely the threshold
population difference, that will allow lasing is obtained as
Q’r

Nt =

(2.26)

cr{iy)'

.Also, Equation (2.25) can be written in terms of population densities as

No > Nt.

(2.27)

When a laser is pumped above the threshold (No>Ni), an oscillation will begin
from spontaneously emitted pliotons. The photon flux density inside the laser
cavity increases.

This increase in the photon flux density causes the gain

coefficient to saturate and decrease according to the Equation ( 2.22). When
the saturated gain coefficient becomes equal to the loss coefficient (y=o,. or
.\’=.V,). steady-state condition is reached, and the photon flux density inside
1 he laser is given by

(j) =

-

o,

1

(2.28)

(u- in a diffi'renl lorm

(f) =

(2.29)

•Ai
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Some portion of this photon flux density is coupled as an output through the
output coupler with transmittance T = I - R. This output flux is given by

YO

—

(2.30)

·

The intensity' of the laser output and the output power are given by
Io =

hyT (f>

(2.31)

and

Po = loA

(2.32)

where .4 is the cross-sectional area of the laser beam.
From Equations (2.31 ) and (2.32), we obtain the output power as a function
of the output coupler transmittance. The output is zero for T=0, and also for
large transmissions (the loss coefficient becomes larger than the small signal
gain coefficient).

For a specific value of transmittance, the output becomes

maximum. To find this optimum output coupler transmittance, first the output
plioton flux density is written as a function of mirror transmitt ance in its open
fo r m
1

ilo

^

<?o = -OsT

1

L-ln{l - T )

(2.33)

w h ere

(2.34)

<7o
and

L — 2(a'i + o/m2)d·

(2.35)

Here (1 is the resonator length. m\ is the output coupler, and L corresponds
to useless losses of the resonator. For maximum output power, the optimum
transmittance can be found by setting the derivative of (t)o with respect to T
equal to zero. For T<^1 the optimum transmittance can be reduced to a simple
equation
T’opt. =

^

(2.36)

aucl for this value of transmittance, the output photon fiux density is given by
Cop. =

( l - \/L/go]

.

(2.37)

'I he resonator useless losses L and the round trip gain (jo should be known
in order to find the optimum output coupler reflectance. Following a nu'thod
first proposed by Findlay [6] these two i)arainet.ers can be determined ('X|)eriiiKMitally. In this method, output mirrors with different reflectivities are usc'd
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and threshold power for lasing for each mirror is measured. These two are
related to each other by the following formula
— In /? = 2A Pyy\ — L

(2.38)

where R is the reflectivity of the output coupler, Pxh is I,lie input power at
t hresliold and K is called the conversion factor which combines all the efficiency
factors. E.xtrapolation of the straight line plot of —In R versus Prni

Eth = 0.

yields the round trip loss L (see Figure 2.5). The slope of the straight line is
2 A' and go can be calculated from go = 2KP[j^ [7].

Figure 2.5: Determining the useless los.ses and the round trip gain coefficient
IVoni a -ln(R) vei'sus threshold power graph for a typical laser.

Here we have to mention about K and efficiencies in more detail.

The

relation between K and efficiencies is given by
A' = i]aguVB/^<i>s·

(2.39)

In Equation (2.39). A is the area of the beam and Os is the saturation photonflu.x density defined earlier. Definitions of efficiencies are given below.

• //,, : absori)tion efficiency, is (he ratio of the absorbed pump energy to
(he incident pump energy.
• //„ : upper state efficiency, is the ratio of the energy emitted at the laser
(ransition to the energy absorbed at the pump bands.

• //g : beam overlap efficiency, is the normalized overlap integral between
the pump and laser modes.

VVe also define some other efficiencies necessary to evaluate laser perfor
mance.

• Slope efficiency : ratio of the output power increase to the input power
increase.
• Optical comx'rsion efficiency : ratio of the output power to the input
optical power to the gain medium.
• Wall-plug efficiency : ratio of the output power to the electrical input
]>ower.

2.2

End pumping

To create population inversion inside the laser material, a pump source is
reciuired. In general, solid-state lasers are pumped by optical sources. The
light from this sources is absorbed by the laser material. The absorbed energy
creates population inversion by exxiting the atoms of the gain medium into
higher energy levels.

0 ])tical pump sources can be classified into lamps (discharge and filament)
and semiconductor sources (laser diodes and LED’s). The radiation from a
lain]) has very broad spectral bandwidth. However, only a. portion of it which
falls in to the absorption spectrum of the gain medium is utilized. Therefore,
the ]jum]jing efficiency of the lamp-pumped systems is very low.

Also, tlie

lam]r-pumped s\'stems need extensive cooling and this is the source of serious
noise in the overall laser system. The advantage of using lamps as a pum[)
source is that higher a\ erage powers are obtained from lamp-pumped systems,
because lamps could supply \’ery large powers (in the order of kW).
Recently, interest in diode laser-pumped .systems has increased due to their
adxantages o\'er lamp-pumped systems.

Diode lasers liave much narrower

linewidths compared to lamps. Hence, the match between the emission spec
tra of the diode and the ab.sori)tion spectra of the gain medium is better tlian
lamp-pum|)cd systems. Therefore, greater proportions of the radiation emitt('d from diode is absorbed bv the laser material. This leads to inci('as(' of t he
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overall sN'stem efficiency. Al.so. the small size of diodes provides the design of
more compact lasers that are entirely made of solid-state devices. Moreover,
diode lifetimes are longer compared to lifetimes of lamps. The main disadvan
tage of diode-pumped lasers compared to lamp-pumped systems is iJieir low
output powers.

However, scaling of diode-pumped systems to higher ])ower

levels appears feasible due to the rapid advances in diode laser technology and
innovative pumping geometries.
There are two types of pumping schemes to couple the light of the diode
laser to the gain medium (see Figure 2.6). These are side-pumped and endpumped configurations. In side-pumped lasers, diodes are placed around the
laser rod. As a result, the number of diodes can be increased to achieve desired
|)ower levels.

Diode laser

Diode laser
Gain
Medium

Gain
Medium

Mirrors

Mirrors

Side-Pumped System

End-Pumped System

Figure 2.6: Side-pumped (left) and end-pumped (right) lasers.

File diode is positioned near the face of the gain medium in end-pumped
lasers. The direction of the beam of the diode is collinear with the axis of the
laser rod. The difficulty in end-pumped systems is in scaling to higher power
le\’els. because only a small number of diodes can be placed at the ends of the
gain medium compared to the sides.
The important, ach'antages of end-purnped lasers over side-pumped lasers
are high efficiency and good beam quality. The pump beam is absorbed along
tlie laser rod in end-pumped systems while it is absorbed starting from the
circumference through the center of the rod in side-pumped lasers. Tlierefore,
a larger fraction of the ¡Tiimped \-olume overlaps with the laser mode in end])umped systems. This leads to a higher efficiency for end-i)umped lasers. Also,
the pumping of only the desired laser mode (usually TFTMoo) can be achieved
in ('nd-])umped systems. Hence, lasers with good beam (jualit.y can be desigiu'd
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without much effort.
For efficient pumping of a. TEM qo mode end-pumped laser, two requirements
must be met [8].

First, the gain medium must be long enough to absorb

a large fraction of the pump light.

.Second, the radius of the pump beam

must be less than or equal to the fundamental mode radius (see Figure 2.7).
There is a number of reports showing the dependence of laser performance
on the I'citio of the pump beam and the resonator mode sizes [8]-[16]. In these
papers, the performance of a laser is analyzed theoretically in terms of the mode
sizes of the pump and laser beams. The analytical results are also supported
experimentally. .As a result, for good laser properties (low threshold and high
gain), it is desirable to have small spot sizes, both for pump and laser modes.
For a specific example. Hall [13], determined threshold power and efficiency for
two cases. First, pump size is varied while the laser mode size is held constant;
second the laser mode size is varied while the pump size is held constant. The
best performance is obtained when the laser mode size approximately equals
to the pump size for these two cases. It is also demonstrated that the size of
the pump distribution is more important than the shape of that distribution
as long as the ])ump energy is contained well within the laser mode.
Gain Medium

Figure 2.7: Mode sizes of pump beam (Wp) and laser beam (W ,„) inside tlie
gain medium.

2.3

Ring lasers

Figure 2.8 shows a typical ring laser. The beam follows a closed path like a
ring inside the resonator.
In standing wave resonators, two waves traveling in opi)osite directions ex
ist simultaneously in the laser medium. Interference between tlu'sc' two wa\('s

produces a standing wave pattern in the optical intensity. This intensity vari
ation leads to spatial variations in the amount of saturation along the laser
medium. This phenomena is known as spatial hole burning. The unsaturated
regions inside the gain medium can induce other longitudinal modes and thus
prevent single longitudinal mode operation. Therefore, spatial hole burning
causes multi-longitudinal mode operation and competition between higher or
der modes.
King laser cavities can be forced to oscillate in only one of the counterpropagciting directions by employing an isolator inside the resonator.

The

isolator (optical diode) is a combination of a waveplate, a polarizer, and a non
reciprocal material. It lets light to pass in only one direction. With an isolator,
there are no standing wave patterns inside the ring resonator. Therefore, spatial
hole burning of standing wave cavities are avoided. This leads to la.sers that
la.se in a single longitudinal mode.

Figure 2.8: A t}q5ical four mirror ring laser.

The main disadvantage of ring lasers is that the gain medium is traversed
oidy once.

Thus, the la.ser operates closer to the tlireshold and have more

stringent conditions on internal losses. Also, the beams produced by ling res
onators show astigmatic properties because of off-axis reflections from curved
cavitv mirrors.
The gain and output j)ower calculations of ring lasers are done the same
way as for standing wave cavities, except in the former case the gain medium
is traversed oidy once while it is tra\'er.sed two times in the latter case. 'I'he
transverse mode calculations for ring resonators are more complex than the
18

standing wave resonator calculations. These are handled independent!}· in two
transverse planes perpendicular to the beam direction (see Appendix B for
more detail).

2.4

Frequency doubling

Fo extend the frequency range of available laser sources, nonlinear optical cle\’ices are utilized. When an electromagnetic wave pass through a dielectric
medium, a polarization charge density is induced inside the medium.

The

])olarization charge density radiates an electromagnetic wave in response to
incoming wave. The relation between the incoming wave and radiated Wcive is
linear for small incoming wave intensities. However, for large intensity incom
ing waves, the relation becomes nonlinear. This nonlinear relationship causes
the generation of waves with different frequencies from the incoming wa\’e fre(juency.
Frequency doubling or second harmonic generation is the most widel}’ used
nonlinear optical effect. In this effect, a light beam of frequency 2// is produced
from a light beam of frequency //. The basic formula that governs this situation
is given by [7]
=

(2.40)

whore P is the induced polarization per unit volume. E is the applied electric
field. /. /7?, n are the Cartesian coordinate indices, u; is the frequenc}·, and

is

the third-rank nonlinear susceptibility ten.sor that describes second harmonic
generation.

If .Maxwell's ecpiations are solved for coupled fundamental and

second harmonic waves propagating in a nonlinear medium, then the ratio of
the power generated at the second harmonic frequency to that of incident at
t he fundamental frequency is given by [17]

P:2w

= tanlC /A ' 1/2 ( ^

sin(Ak-l/2)
Ak-l/2

(2 .11)

wliere

A' = 2i}^uj'ldl„

( 2 . 12)

Ak- = ^ ( n , - n-i).

(2.i;:i)

iiid

In tlu'se ('(jualions. / is the length of the nonlinear crystal. .1 is the area of
the fundamental beam. // is the plane-wave impedance.
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is tlu' fr('<|uency of

tile fundamental beam, dea is the effective nonlinear coefficient calculated from
propagation direction angles and elements of the tensor

7?.] is the index of

refraction seen by the fundamental wave, ??2 is the index of refraction seen by
the second harmonic wave, and AÂ" is the phase mismatch between these two
wa\'es.
Since for a giv'en wavelength and a. given nonlinear material A' is a constant,
the conversion efficiency depends on the length of the crystal, the power density,
and the phase mismatch. For a crystal of fixed length, the second harmonic
])ovver is maximum at AÂ· = 0 [7]. An effective method of providing equal
])hases (so AÂ; = 0 ) for the fundamental and second harmonic waves in the
nonlinear medium is the utilization of the natural birefringence of uniaxial and
biaxial crystals. These crystals have two refractive indices for a given direction
of propagation, corresponding to the two allowed orthogonally polarized modes.
By an appropriate choice of polarization and direction of propagation it is
possible to obtain AA: = 0. This is called phase matching.
In harmonic generation processes, there are two possible orientations for
the linear polarization vectors of beams. If polarization vectors of the beams
at frequencies // and 2u are perpendicular, it is called type-I process and if the
polarization vectors are making an angle of 45°, the process is called type-II.
In our experiments a KTP (Potassium Titanyl Phosphate, KTiOPO.|) ciystal is used for second harmonic generation. It is widelj' used with Nd lasers
for frequency doubling. It has large nonlinear coefficients, and adequate bire
fringence in the orthogonal planes that allows type-II phase matching o\Tr a
large wavelength range. It has wide acceptance angles, an unusually large tem])erature bandwidth, relatively good thermal properties, and a high damage
tlireshold. Figure 2.9 shows the crystal orientation for type-II phase matched
second harmonic generation of Nd:YAG with KTP. In this figure, cp is the angle
between n-axis of crystal and the direction of propagation.
The efficiency of the second harmonic generation process is strongly depen
dent on the intensity of the fundamental beam. Frequency doubling can be
done lyv passing the laser beam through the crystal. However, the comersion
(diiciency will I)e low in this case, due to tlie low intensities of the cw laser
outj)ut beam. The possible solution of this problem is to place the doubling
crystal inside the la.ser resonator where the circulating power is a factor of 1 /7 ’
( / ’ is the transmittivity of the output coupler) larger than the output power.
'I'he .second harmonic |)ower is then coupled from the cavity by replacing the
output couph'r with a mirror which lias high reflectance at the fundamental
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lVec|uericy and high transmittance at the second harmonic. This technique is
known as intracavity frequency doubling.

Figure 2.9: Orientation of KTP crystal for type-II interaction at 1064 nm.

2.5

History of experimental work

The first stimulated emission device was implemented in 1954 by Charles H.
Townes, J. P. Gordon and H. Zeiger at Columbia University. It was an am
monia beam maser oscillating at 24 GHz. The extension of microwave maser
conce[)ts to the optical frequencies (laser) came immediately. The first paper
discussing the possibility of realization of the optical masers was published by
Schawlow in 1958 [18]. This paper set some of the fundamental considerations
for laser action. The first successful laser operation emerged in 1960 [1]. This
was a flash-lamp-j)umped rub\· laser operating at 694 nm built by Theodore
II. Maiinan at Hughes Research Laboratories. An enormous number of laser
devices have emerged since the first successful laser.
.Mewman [19] was the first one who mentions the use of semiconductor
sources to pump a solid-state laser. He stated that radiation near 808nm from
recombination in Ga.As diodes, essentially an LED, could excite fluorescence
near 1.06//m in .\d:Ca\\'0,i.

.After this, Keyes and Quist [20] implemented

the first diode laser-pumped solid-state laser after the development of the first
Ga.\s diode lasers [21]. This was a CaF 2:U·^·*· laser operating at 2.613/nn.
After these early efforts, interest shifted to Ndr^’.AG lasers because the Nd^"*"
ion has excellent spectroscopic properties for diode pumping. There is strong
absorption of .\d:V.'\G at the emission bands of Ga.'\s. GaAlAs and GaAsP
diod(' lasers. 'Fhe first diode laser-])umped Nd:Y.\G laser was demonstrat('d by
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Ross [22]. It was side-pumped by a single Ga.As diode laser. This was followed
by a number of reports of side pumped Nd:YAG lasers [23]-[27j.
There were also studies on end-pumped lasers in addition to side-pumped
ones. The first end-pumped Nd;Y.AG laser was reported by Rosenkrantz in
1973 [28]. This was a pulsed laser end-purnped by a. Ga.As diode laser. Simple
e.xpressions were derived for the threshold pump energy in pulsed mode in this
report. Other efforts on end-pumped lasers followed this one [29]-[32]. With
impro\ements in diode laser technology in the early 1980’s allow'ing higher
powers, progress was made in end-pumped Nd;YAG systems. Sipes [33] showed
t he highest reported wall-plug efficiency of 8% for a cw NckYAG laser up to that
date. 80 mW cw power was achieved with only 1 W of electrical power input to
a single diode laser pump. Since then, the efficiency and output power of end])um|)ed NdrYAG lasers have increased steadily. B}' better coupling the diode
laser's beam into the NdrYAG crystal, Berger [34] reported 10.8% at 415 mW
cw. In 1991, Shannon [.35] demonstrated a NdrYAG laser end-pumped by ci
l o w laser diode bar w-ith 1.9 W output powder. Then 92 W multimode and
GOW TEMoo mode output pow'ers were reported by Tidw'ell [36].
.As the power levels increased, the interest for second harmonic generation
progressed. Baer [37] showed a laser originall}^ proposed by Sipes [33] could
]>e intracavity doubled with good efficiency b}' using a KTP crystal.

.Many

reports have been published showdng intracavity second harmonic generation
with diode end-pumped NdrA'.AG lasers [38]-[40].
First single-frequency operation of a cw' lamp-pumped NchAWG ring laser
was reported by Globes [41] in 1972. Earliest versions of the diode-pumped Nd5'.\(! ring lasers were monolithic designs (consists only of a specialh’ shaped
crystal) [42]. [43]. Later, discrete element diode-pumped ring lasers were re
ported [44]-[46]. Some were also intracavity frequency doubled [45], [46].

■)·)

Chapter 3
PUMPING OF THE LASER
The block diagram of our laser is shown in Figure 3.1. Light from a diode laser
is used to optically pump the gain medium which is an Nd:YAC rod. \ arious
optics are used to shape the pump light to provide appropriate coupling of the
])ump beam to the gain medium. An optical resonator provides the necessary
feedback for laser action. The front mirror of the resonator ser\^es as an output
coupler for the Xd:YAG laser. This chapter describes the pumping scheme
that we ha\’e employed in our experiments.

RESONATOR
/\

A

r

Laser Output
COUPLING

GAIN
MEDIUM

OPTICS

_

Back Mirror

Front Mirror

Figure .'Ll; Simple block diagram of the laser.
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3.1

Diode laser

The laser used as a pump source in our experiments is SDL-2382-P1 manufac
tured by Spectra Diode Laboratories. It is rated to supply up to 4 W continu
ous wave (cw) power (see Figure .3.2). These lasers are produced by a metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) technique. MOCVD growth allows
fabrication of quantum wells in the diode active layer, increasing electrical-tooptical-efhciency and lowering threshold current requirements. This model also
lias broad area lateral index guided structure which uses lateral refractive in
dex variations for confinement of photons in the active region, thus increasing
efficiencv.

Figure 3.2: Input output relation of the laser diode. The curve starting from
the 2 A point corresponds to optical power. The other curve corresponds to
diode voltage.

Our diode laser has a wavelength range of approximately 797 to 815 run
that can be tuned by adjusting its temperature. The temperature coefficient
that relates the change in emission wavelength to the diode temperatui'e is
approximately 0.3nm /°C . Our diode laser is packaged with a thermoelectric
(TE) cooler, which allows us to adjust the diode temperatui'e and achieve
optimum absor])tion in the gain medium. The spectral width of the laser is
rated to be less than 2 nm full-width at half-ma.ximum (FVVHM).
The iii|)ut curi'ent of the diode and the temperatui'e of the TE cooler are
conti'olled by a combination curi'ent source/temperature controller. LD(J--3752
Laser Diode ( ’ontroller manufactured by IL.X Lightwave (kirporation.

'I'he

current source provides a high stability output with multiple laser protection
features, 'i'he built-in temperature controller can work with 'FE moduh's to
deliver precision laser temperature control over a wide range of tempera lures.
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The emitting area of the laser diode has a length of 500 //m and width of
1 /mi.

Because of this unequal aspect ratio, the emitted light has different

divergence angles in the horizontal and vertical planes (see Figure 3.3). The
divergence angle in the plane parallel to the junction is 12°, whereas it is 34°
in the plane perpendicular to the junction.

Figure 3.3: Divergence angles of the output beam of the laser diode.

.Apart from different divergence angles in the two perpendicular planes, the
beam of the laser diode also e.xhibits astigmatism, i.e. the locations of beam
waists at the horizontal and vertical planes are different. The beam waist is
located at the surface of the output facet in the plane perpendicular to the
junction which is index guided. However, the broad area plane that is parallel
to the junction has a beam waist located 1 mm behind the front facet.
The diode laser radiates with a near Gaussian distribution in the plane
perpendicular to the junction, and a more complex pattern in the plane parallel
to the junction. Figure 3.4 shows the typical far field radiation pattern in two
perpendicular planes. The near field, on the other hand, consists of two active
segments separated by an isolation space, resulting in two independent lobes
of radiation.
The polarization ratio of the diode laser beam, the ratio of the light polar
ized parallel to the junction to the light polarized perpendicular to the junction,
is belter than 20: 1.
'Fhe diode is mounted on a. heat sink that dissipates excess heat.

This

mounting arrangement results in an orientation such that the plane parallel to
so

the diode junction is perpendicular to optical table.
For more information on the diode laser see Appendix C.
FARFIELD ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION (C.P1)

FARFIELD ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION (C,P1)

0 | I (d e g re e s)

F'igure 3.4: Typical far field radiation pattern of laser diode beam in two
perpendicular planes.

3.2

Coupling optics

There are two requirements that must be met for an efficient diode-end-pumped
laser. First, the gain medium must be long enough to absorb a large fraction
of the pump light. Second, the pump spot size must be less than or equal to
the mode size [8]-[10]. These requirements set restrictions on the pump beam
di\ergence angle and the pump spot size. In order to satisfy these restrictions
on the pump beam, the coupling optics section should be designed carefully.
The coupling optics are shown in Figure 3.5. Right after the diode laser,
we put a liigh numerical aperture (NA = 0.615) lens to collect as much light
from the diode as possible. This is a composite lens with focal length of 6.5 mm
(Melles Criot 06 GLC 001). We measure 3.9 W power at the output of this
lens at, full diode current. This corresponds to an estimated loss of 2.5% at t he
collimating lens. Because of astigmatism, the resulting beam is well collimated
in the horizontal plane, but has a divergence of 2.2° (half angle) in the \ertical
plane. A cylindrical lens with a focal length of 30cm is used to collimate the
beam in this plane. The cylindrical lens inserts 10.5% loss due to reflections
at the lens surface's.
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After the cylindrical lens, we have a beam that is collimated in both planes.
It has a width of 24 mm in the vertical and 8 mm in the horizontal. This beam
is focused into the Nd:Y.-\C rod with a spherical lens of 5 cm focal length,
'['lie intensity distribution at the focal plane is imaged by a CCD camera. A
contour plot of this intensity distribution is given in Figure 3.6. The contour
which corresponds to an intensity that is 1/e^ of the peak intensity is shown
in Figure 3.7. The spherical lens introduces an additional loss of 8% due to
surface reflections.
C y lin d rical Icn.s

P a ra lle l to th e ju n c tio n
C y lin d rical lens

D iode
Laser

/

m

^

C o llim a tin g
Lens

|
W
W

P e r p e n d ic u la r to th e ju n c tio n

Figure 3.5: Coupling optics.

.'\s seen from Figure 3.7, the beam spot is approximately 600//in long in
one plane while 100/¿m in the other. This difference is caused by the different
radiation characteristics of the diode laser output beam in these two planes.
When the pump beam or the intracavity laser beam pass through the gain
medium, surface reflections induce losses. To eliminate these lo.s.ses, one can
either use anti-reflection coatings or laser rods that liave fcvces cut at Brewster’s
angle.

Using the Brewster’s angle cut rods has the additional advantage of

inducing dilferential loss between .s and />polarized laser modes, thus achieving
a linearly j)oIarized laser output.

100

200

300

400

500

perpendicular to the junction(micrometers)

Figure 3.6: C'ontour plot of the intensity distribution of the pump beam at the
foccvl plane obtained by a CCD camera.

Figure 3.7; The 1/e·^ contour plot of the intensity distribution of the pump
l)eam at tlie focal plane obtained b}' a CCD camera.
'lb couple the pump beam to the Brewster’s angle cut rod in our design,
we ha\’e to rotate the polarization of the diode light by 90°. An easy way of
doing this is to rotate the diode by 90°. However, the plane in which the pump
b('cim spot is 600//m long (see Figure 3.7) becomes parallel to the Bro'wster's
angle cut plane in this case. Upon entering the rod. the length in this plane is
multiplied by a factor of 1.82 because of oblique angle of incidence, resulting
in a 1090//m long spot. 'I'his figure exceeds tJie desired laser mofle sizes in
the gain medium. Therefore we have adopted another method. We position a
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A/2 waveplale after the collimating lens to rotate the polarization. After the
waveplate we measured the extinction ratio to be 20:1. The addition of the
vvaveplate inserts 10.3% loss to the pump beam, since it is not anti-reflection
coated at the appropriate wavelength.

3.3

Gain medium

I'lie laser gain medium is an NchY'.AG (neod}unium-doped yttrium aluminum
garnet) crystal in our experiments. The NchYAG crystal is a cylindrical rod
that is 10 mm long and 3 mm in diameter. With this length, 98% of the in
coming pump light is absorbed along the crystal. The end surfaces are cut at
Brewster’s angle to minimize reflections. We placed the crystal in an aluminum
heat sink to decrease thermal loading. We wrapped the surface of the Nd:Y'AG
rod with a la\'er of indium foil to increase heat conduction from the ciystal to
the heat sink.
NchYAG is one of the most commonly used solid state laser materials in
science and technology. It has very favorable o])tical and physical properties.
YAG ( Y 3AI5O 12) is the host material. It is a hard, colorle.ss, optically isotropic
crystal and has a high thermal conductivity. A few percent of Y^"^ is substituted
by .Nd'^·^ to obtain NdrYWG. The amount of NcP+ in the crystal used in our
experiments is 1%. Some of the properties of NchYWG are listed in the following
table [71.
Chemica] formula
.Atomic % Nd
N(1 a.toms/cm·^
Melting point
Density
Lincwiclth
Stiimrlated emission ci’oss section

Nd: Y3A1.50,2
1.0
1.38 X 10^“
1970°C
4.56 g/cm^
0.45 nm

R 2 - Y.3
IFs/2 -'ll 1/2
Spontaneous fluorescence lifetime
Plioton energy at 1064 nm
Index of refraction
.Absorption coefficient <<i'808.5nm

(T21 = 6.5
(7-21 = 2.8

X
X

10“ ' ’-* cm''
10“ '-* cm^

230 /is
/w = 1.86 X 10“ '-* .1
1.82 (at 1.0 //in)
3.8 cm “ '

Table 3.1: Physical and optical properties of NchY.AG.
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The NchYAG laser at 1064 nm is a four-level system. Its energy level dia
gram is depicted in Figure 3.8 [7]. At room temperature, the strongest transi
tion is at 1064 nm so that highest gain occurs at that wavelength. There are
also other possible lasing wavelengths. The most notable ones are 1300 and
946 urn transitions. Main pump bands are around 810 and 750 nm. The lower
laser level is 9.12.\10” '^’ .J above the ground state. Therefore, the population
density of this level is exp(A E /kT ) ~ exp(-lO) times the ground-state den
sity at room temperature. Figure 3.9 [7] shows the fluorescence spectrum of
.N’d:YAC near 1064 nrn. The absorption spectrum of Nd:YAG is given in Figure

зло 17|^
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___ П 5 0 2 с т - ' /? ,
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Figure 3.8: Energy level diagram of NdrYAG.
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Figure 3.9: Fluorescence spectrum of NchYAG at 300 K near 1064 nrn.

Figure 3.10: .-\bsorption spectrum of Nd:YAG at 300 K.
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Chapter 4
FABRY-PEROT RESONATOR
DESIGNS
A Fabry-Perot resonator is an optical structure composed of two mirrors fac
ing each other. We implemented different lasers with various Fabry-Perot res
onators (see Figure 4.1). We constructed these different resonators by changing
the front and back mirrors or changing the distance between them (resonator
length). The mirrors we used in these experiments are listed in Table 4.1. All
these mirrors add approximately 10% loss to the pump beam when used as an
input coupler to the laser because of surface reflections.

R(cm )
flat
flat
flat
flat
-20
-25
-50
-10
-300

Reflectance L· Coatings
HR '5l064nm, HT OSOSnm
93% '&’1064nm
90% 'a>1064nm
S7% 'al064nm
HR ciiOGfnm
HR a· 1064urn
HR aiOGlnm
HR al064nm. HT 'aSOSnm
HT 0.'532nm

Table 4.1: The list of mirrors used in the experiments. H F means the mirror
is coated for high transmission and HR means it is cocited for high reflection
at the specified wavelength. R is the radius of curvature for the mirrors.

14i(' curved mirrors (-50, -25, -20 and -10cm) are used as input couplers.
(Iianging the mirror radii afh'cts the mode radius in the resonator. Tlierefore,
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we can investigate the laser performance for different mode radii. As output
couplers we used flat mirrors with different reflectivities (93%. 90%, 87%^).
R esonator Length

Laser O utput
Pum p Beam

N d:Y A G

U
O utput C oupler

Input C oupler

Figure 4.1: The Fabiy-Perot laser.

At first, we kept the resonator length fixed at 7.3cm and implemented all
tlie input and output coupler combinations. The resonator lengths mentioned
are the actual distances between the input and output couplers. The optical
|)ath length (which the beam traverses) is slightly longer than this distance
because of the geometr}' (the Brewster’s angle cut Nd:YAG) and the refractive
index of the NdrV.-XG crvstal.

4.1

Input couplers

The input output relations for the lasers with different input couplers are given
in Figures 4.2 through 4.5. Results show linear relationships between input and
output powers for all the lasers except for the laser with the -20cm input coupler. We observed a nonlinear input-output characteristic with this laser. At
two points (Pin = 2.2 W' and Pin = 1.8 W’ ), there are increases in output power
while the input power is reduced. At these points, we also obser\'ed instant
changes in the laser output mode profile. Therefore, a possible explanation of
this nonlinearity could be higher order transverse mode competition at these
pow(‘r lewis.
For ease of comparison, the characteristic properties of these lasei-s are
summarized in Tables 4.2 through 1.4.
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-50cminputcoupler

Figure -1.2: Laser output power versus optical power incident to Nd:YAG for
the laser with -50 crn input coupler.
-2 5 cm input coupler

1.5
input power to Nd:YAG (W)

2

giire -1.3; Laser output power \'ersus optical power incident to Nd:YAC for
the laser with -25 cm input coupler.
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-20cminputcoupler

Figure 4.4: Laser output power versus optical power incident to Nd:YAG for
the laser with -20 cm input coupler.
-1 0 cm input coupler

Figure 4.5: Laser output power versus optical power incident to NcL^’.^CI lor
the laser with -10 cm input coupler.
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Input coupler
Max. output power (mW)
Slope efficiency
Threshold (W)
Optical conversion efF. (%)
Wall-plug efficiency (%i)

-50 cm
580
0.45
1.2
24
5.3

-25 cm
615
0.50
1.1
26
5.6

-20 cm
540
0.32
0.7
22
4.9

-10 cm
640
0.46
1.1
25
5.9

Table 4.2; Properties of lasers with 93% output coupler.

Input coupler
Max. output power (mW)
.Slope efficiency
Threshold (W)
Optical conversion eff. (%)
Wall-plug efficiency (%)

-50 cm
410
0.36
1.3
17
3.8

-25 cm
420
0.40
1.3
IS
3.9

-20 cm
450
0.68
l.S
18
4.1

-10 cm
450
0.44
1.5
18
4.1

Table 4.3: Properties of lasers with 90% output coupler.

Input coupler
■Max. output power (mW)
Slope efficiency
Threshold (W)
Optical conversion eff. (%<)
Wall-plug efficiency (%>)

-50 cm
310
0.54
1.9
13
2.8

-25 cm
350
0.34
1.3
15
3.2

-20 cm
305
0.54
1.9
12
2.8

-10 cm
330
0.44
1.7
13
3.0

Table 4.4: Properties of lasers with 87% output coupler.
Maximum powers are measured at the diode current of 5752 mA. The out
put power of the diode is 4 W and the diode voltage is 1.89 V at that current
level. Therefore the input electrical power to diode at 4 W output is 10.9VV.
.\ maximum output power of 640 mW is obtained from the laser with the
-10 cm input coupler and the 93%) output coupler. This laser also has the max
imum wall-plug efficiency of 5.9%·. However, the maximum optical conversion
efficiency of 26% is obtained from the combination of the -25cm input coupler
and the 93%· output coupler. Tlie laser with the -20cm input coujiler and the
93% output coupler has the minimum threshold of 0.7 W. The slope efficiency
is maximum for the la.ser with the -20cm input coupler and the 90%- output
cou|)Ier with the value of 68%>.
,\s seen from the figures and tables, the output powers of all the lasers
increase when the reflectance of the output coupler increases. I’or the laser

;i6

with the - 10cm input coupler, the output power and transmittance relation is
given in Figure 4.6. Also, a typical output power versus transmittance of the
output coupler graph is given in P’igure 4.7. From these two figures, we can
infer that tlie optimum output coupler for this laser is greater than or equal to

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

0.14

transmittance (1 -reflectance) of output coupler

Figure 4.6: Output power versus the transmittance of the output coupler for
the laser with -10 cm input coupler.
optimum reflectance

h'igure 1.7: Output power versus the transmittance of the output coupler for
a typical laser with g„ = 0.2 and L = 0.04.
4'u find the opt imum out i)ut coupler transmittance e.xactly, 7,, (unsat urat<'d
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gain coefficient) and L (useless losses) must be known. These can be deter
mined by using output couplers with different reflectivities and plotting the
threshold power for each coupler [6]. Extrapolation of the straight line plot

P'YW — O' yields the the round-trip resonator loss
L. The slope of the straight line is 2I\ which is a factor giving go = '.^Ood =

of —In/? versus Pt Hi

’i A Pii,. Figure 1.8 shows these relations for the laser with the -10 cm input
coupler. From this figure, the resonator losses are found to be L

- 0.05. Tlie

slope equals 0.107 and it gives go = 0.017 x 2.52 = 0.27. From this delta, the
optimum output coupler reflectance is found to be 93.4% which is very close
to our output coupler reflectance. Figure 4.9 shows the same relationships for
the laser with the -50 cm input coupler. The useless loss for this laser is 0.02.
go

is determined as 0.22 and they give the optimum output coupler reflectance

as 95.4%. The data for the lasers with the -25 cm and the -20 cm input cou|ilers are given in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. Proper extrapolations which give the
optimum output coupler reflectance can not be drawn in these figures. For tlie
laser with the -20 cm input coupler, the nonlinear input-output chariicteristic
(see F'igure 4.4) gives difficulty in determining the threshold powers. For the
-25 cm input coupler, the threshold powers of the lasers with the 90%. and the
87%. out])ut cou])lers are the same. This is also a kind of nonlinearity possibly
caused from higher order mode competitions or thermal effects.

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.1

threshold power (W)

l-hgurc' 1.8: -ln(H) versus threshold power for the laser with -10cm input cou
pler.
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Figure 4.9: -ln(R) versus threshold power for the laser with -50cm input cou
pler.

Figure 1.10: -ln(R) versus threshold power for the laser with -95cm input
cou])ler.
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0.4
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1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

threshold power (W)

Figure 4.11: -ln(R) versus threshold power for the la.ser with -20 cm input
coupler.
Except for the -20cm input coupler laser, the maximum output power in
creases as the radius of curvature of the input coupler decreases. The decrease
of the radius of curvature results in a decrease of the mode radius inside the
Nd:Y.AG. Therefore, the decrease in the mode radius causes an increase of the
output power (see Figure 4.12). We can infer that the pump beam and the
laser mode are best coupled when the mode radius is around 230//m for this
laser configuration.

230

240

250

260

270

beam radius inside the Nd:YAG in micromelers

figure 4.12: Output power versus beam radius relation for the laser with 0.3%
output coupler.
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To fortify this interpretation, we carried out further measurements.

In

the.se, with different input couplers we varied the re.sonator length and mea
sured the maximum powers. The stability region, in terms of the resonator
length, of the laser with the -10 cm input coupler is very different from the
other lasers. Therefore, we took two sets of measurements. The measurements
with the -20, -25. and -50 cm input couplers are given in Table 4.5. Figure 1.13
shows the relationship between the resonator length and output power of the
laser witli the -10 cm input coupler. The data in the table support our previous
conclusion that as the mode radius is reduced the coupling between the mode
and pump beam increases, so the output power increases. From the -10 cm
input coupler data, we can see that beyond the optimum mode radius which
is 210/mi (corresponds to 6 cm resonator length), the output power decreases.
When we |)ut two mirrors so close to each other, the output power again in
creases. However, in this case the output beam has ver\· bad characteristics, it
is multimode and has a large divergence angle.

Res. length
(cm)
7.3
9.8
12.1
14.9

-50cm
Beam rad.
at
YAG(//m)
270
288
307
330

Pout
(mW )
580
510
397
130

-25cm
Beam rad.
Pout
at
YAG(//rn) (mW )
610
235
430
251
380
275
210
310

-20cm
Beam rcid.
at
Pout
YAG(//m ) (mW)
230
550
250
490
280
350
335
-

Table 4.5; Resonator length versus Pout·

.Since the maximum power is obtained with the -10 cm input coupler at a
lesoiiator length of 6cm . we present the input output graph of tliis laser in
F'igure 4.14. Tlie maximum power obtained for this configuration is 780 mW
with the 93% output coupler.

Optical conversion efficiency is 31%, thresh

old power is 0.54 W. slope efficiency is 0.41 and wall-plug efficiency is 7.2%·.
The maximum power with 90% output coupler is 640mW. optical conversion
efficiency is 25%. threshold power is 0.79 W, slope efficiency is 0.36 and wallplug efficio'ncy is 5.9%. For ST% output coupler we obtained 510mW output
|)ower. Its optical conversion efficiency is 20%i, threshold power is 0.89 W, slope
efficiency is 0.33 and wall-plug efficiency is 4.7%.
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Figure 4.13: Hesonator length versus output power for the laser with -10 cm
input coupler.
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Const meting a laser with two planar mirrors at a very short resonator
length is a common tec]mic|ue to couple out vety large Iractions ol the stored
energy inside the .\'d:YAG. However, this cannot he used as an ordinär}· laser
because of the poor optical properties of the output beam (multimode, large
di\'ergenc(' angle), 'lb see t he maximum power obtained Irom oiii· laser, we also
implement('d this kind of re.sonator. The input coupler is a flat mirror that
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is liigh triviisinitting at 808 nrn and liigh reflecting at 1064 nni. The output
(•ou|)Iers are flat mirrors with difTerent reflectances {93%, 00%, 87%).

The

resonator length is only 2 cm. The input output characteristic of this resonator
is shown in Figure 1.15.

Maximum power of 1.06 W is obtained with 93%

out|mt coupler. The optical efficiency that corresponds to this figure is 42%,.
'ITiis is a. rather high figure because theoretically maximum optical efficiency
which can be obtained in such a laser is 76%, where there are no losses and all
the pump photons are converted to laser photons.

Fdgure 4.15: Laser output power versus optical power incident to Nd:Y.A.G for
the resonator with two flat mirrors and 2 cm resonator length.

4.2

Pump wavelength and laser performance

.'\s ment ioned before, the output wavelength of the diode laser can be adjusted
by changing its temperature.

Therefore, it is possible to maximize the ab-

soi|ition of crystal by oxerlapping the output wavelength of tlie diode witli
the al)sorption spectra of .Nd:5’.AG. To achiex'e this, we focu.sed the pump light
to tlie crystal and rneasui'ed the normalized transmitted poxxei' versus diode
tx'inperat lire. This data is gix’en in Figure 4.16. It is clearly s<>en that at 20°G
the absoiption is maximum. When we constructed the laser, we did a similar
('xperinuMit. In this case, we measured the normalized output power of t he
laser v('rsus the temperature of the diode laser. Figure 1.17 sliows this data.
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This time' the output power is maximized at 7°C, and it does not vary much
between 15°C and 20°C. To explain this seeming discrepancy we needed th(‘
output wavelength of the diode at specific temperatures. We measured the
diode output wavelength by changing its temperature. This is shown in F^igure
1.18. As seen from the graph, the center wavelength of the diode output at
20°C is at. 808.5 nm ¿it where Nd:YAG has its ¿ibsorption peak. Therefore, the
al)scn*pt ion coefficient of the crystal is maximum ¿it 20°. At 7°C the center
Wfivelength is around 804 nm, so the absorption coefficient of the crystcil is less
t luin the value at 20°C. Hence, the diode light is ¿ibsorbed in a longer distance.
This sprecids t he gain in a longer distance and the gain medium becomes less
saturated. As a result, the total gain at 7°C becomes larger thcin the value at
20°(A Therefore, the output power of the less Sciturated gain medium is greciter
tliciii tliat of the m ore saturated gain medium.

I'igure 4.16: Normalized transmitted power through Nd:YAG versus diode
laser's temperature.

We did rill t he experiments (if not otherwise stated) at a diode temperature
of 15°G because there is a local maximum at I5°C (see Figure 4.17). Also,
when operating the diode at full power below 10°G the current limit of the TF
cooler is exceeded.

14

Figure 4.17: Laser output power versus diode temperature.

Figure 4.18: VVa\elength of diode beam \ersus diode temperature.
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4.3

Efficiency

riie losses tlial. the pump beam experiences are shown schematically in Fignix“
1.19.
Input to Nd:YAG

Diode output

-2.5W

4W

Collimating Waveplate Cyl.
lens
lens

2.5%

10.3% 10.5%

Focusing Input
lens
coupler

8%

10%

Figure d.I9: Losses of the .system.

.Although our diode laser has 4W output power, we coidd transfer only
2..3VV of it to the Nd;AL\G crystal. The overall loss due to surface reflections
is '37.5%, which is very high for a typical diode end-pumped laser. The reason
for these high losses is that the optics used to transfer the light of the diode to
thi‘ ci vstai do not have special anti-reflection coatings.
The pump power of 2.5 VV incoming to the NcLA'.AG crystal is absorbed in
a length of fern. The absorption coefficient of the crystal at 808.5 nm (diode
temperature of 20°C) is 3.8cm “ L The absorption coefficient at 806.5 nm (diode
temj>eratnre of 15°C) is calculated from the ratio of the absorbed powers at
806.5 nm and at 808.5nm with the help of Figure 4.16.

It is found to be

2.6cm “ ’ . The pump photon-flux density along the crystal can be written as
10 19
!.■)
(4.1)
exp(—2.6c
exp(—2.6c)
=
=
o ,(^) =
/i;y,.4,>(r)
Here, /y, is the pump light frequency and /lp(c) is the area of the pump iK'am in
the crystal. By using Equation (2.14). we calculate the steady-state population
diifeience in tlie absence of radiation as
-An =

6 X 1O '^ 'xp (-2.6.c)/.-!,,(c)
1 + 4 .4

X

1 0 -V exp (-2 .6c)/.4 ,,,(c)

( 1. 2 )

By integrating along the crystal length, tins gives a small-signal gain coefficicMit
of
-o = <T /';\ o (c)d ,: = 0.18.
./()
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(I..4)

In tlie calculation of Ecjuation (4.3) the pump beam area is taken as 1.1 x

10“ '^cnr^ from the entrance of the crystal to 2 mm, 1.2 x 10“ '^cm^ from 2 mm
to 1 mm. 1.3 x 10“ '^cm^ from 4 mm to 6 mrn, 1.4 x IQ—^ crn^ from 6 mm to 8 mm,
and 1.6 x 10“ "*cm^ from 8 mm to 10 mm. This value for 70 is larger than those
we nmasuroid for the lasers with -10 and -.50 cm input couplers, 0.135 and 0.11
respectic’ely. By using useless loss coefficients found for these lasers (0.05 and
0.02), we can calculate the output powers with the help of Ecpiations (2.28)
and (2.32). These are 1.1 W for the laser with -10cm input coupler and 1.4 W
for the laser with -50cm input coupler. However, the measured output powers
are 640 mVV and 580 mW, respectively. This difference between the calculated
and measured values is mainly caused from the calculations in which we do not
consider the mode overlap between the pump and laser beams.
There are high efficiencies reported for the diode-enrj-pumped NchYAG
lasers. The first paper with high efficiency figures came from Sipes [33] who
showed 8% wall-plug efficiency and 37% optical conversion efficiency. In 1992,
Yamaguchi [47] reported 10.1%> wall-plug efficiency and 38% optical conversion
efficienc}·. hater in 1993, Tidwell [36] reported 92 W multimode output power
wit h 11% opt ical conversion efficiency.
Our relatively low wall-plug efficiencies are caused mainly from the uncoated
optics we used. .Another reason for low wall-plug efficiency is the non-optimal
focusing of the ])ump beam. The latter is also the main cause of the low optical
com’ersion efficiencv.

4.4

Output beam profile

The output beam profiles of the lasers that we implemented show different
( haracteristics. When the mode sizes are greater, we could obtain near Gaus
sian profiles (see Figure 4.20). This is the image of the beam from the laser
with -50cm input coupler, 93% output coupler, and 7.3cm resonator length.
However, when t he cur\atures of the input couplers and the resonator lengt hs
decrease, the laser operates in higher order modes. Imndamental mode sizes
Ix'come smaller for these lasers. Therefore, the pump beam size e.xceeds the
fundamental mode size. Hence, .some unused gain parts e.xist inside the gain
medium. These regions initiates higher order modes, causing the laser to op
erate multi-transverse mode.

0

0

Figure 4.20: Beam profile of the laser, units are in micrometers.

P'igure 4.21: A higher order mode which occurs when the mirrors are s
misaligned.
Forcing a multimode laser to lase in a single transver.se mode can be done
l)y inserting additional loss components to the higher order modes. This can Ije
implemented by placing an aperture inside the laser to suppress higher order
modes.

VVe constructed a laser witli an intraca\ity aperture and could run

it only in TEMio mode, not in TEMoo mode. However, the power decreased
notably (from GOOniW to llOmVV). The reason for not achieving to operate t he
laser in TE.Moo mode should be the large diameter of the aperture, so d'EMio
mode was not suppressed.
.Also, small misalignments of the mirrors cause the laser to operate in higher
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order modes. Figure 4.21 is an example of a higher order mode. This la.ser has
6 cm re,sonator length and -10 cm input coupler. The output power is 380 mVV.

4.5

Output wavelength and polarization

'I'he output wavelength of our laser is measured with a monochromator
(Digikrorn CMllO of CVI La.ser Corporation). It is found to be 1064 nm as
expected.

Also, the whole wavelength regime from 800 nm to 1600 nm was

(raced. However, none of the other possible lasing wavelengths were detected
(i.e. 1300nm and 946nm).
Using a Brewster’s angle cut Nd:YAG rod introduces a ratio of -500 between
1he round-trip losses of s and p-polarized waves in our laser. This is enough of
a loss difference to force the laser to operate p-polarized. Therefore, our laser
lias a horizontally polarized output. The extinction ratio is measured to be
1:1700.
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Chapter 5
RING RESONATOR DESIGN
We also implemented a laser using a ring resonator (see Figure 5.1).
I

20 cm

I

Figure 5.1: Ring laser geometry.

In this laser we observed two modes traveling in opposite directions. These
modes were competing for the gain. Therefore, the output powers of these t wo
modes were changing continuously, while the total power remained constant.
I lie input output relation for this laser is given in Figure 5.2. The power shown
in tlie figure is the sum of the powers of two modes. The data is taken with
the 93% output coupler.

No hising is achieved with otlier output couplers.

A maximum of 230m\V is obtained with this configuration and the threshold
is 1.55 VV. Tins relatively (with respect to Fabry-Perot lasers) low out])ut is
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typical for low gain lasers. As compared to Fabry-Perot lasers, w'e have higher
losses (due to the higher number of mirrors) and lower gain (since the beam
traveises the gain medium only once). The result is a decrease in the laser
performance.
250

- i
|-100f-

2 .5

3

3 .5

input power (W)

Figure 0.2: Ring laser output versus input.

It is possible to operate a ring laser in a mode traveling only in one direction
by placing an isolator inside the resonator.

Isolators require non-reciprocal

elements, but we did not have such an element in our laboratory, and could
not implement a unidirectional ring laser.
Tlie ti*ans\’erse modes inside a ring resonator are calculated in a way slightly
different from the ones in Fabry-Perot resonators. The details of these calcula
tions are given in Appendix C. The mode shape inside the resonator calculated
by the mentioned method is given in Figure 5.3. The mode radii for the horizontal and vertical planes are different for the ring resonator. They are shown by
straight and dashed lines respectively in the figure. The mode radius is around
220 //m inside NdiYAG which gives the maximum power for Fabry-Perot lasers.
The different mode radii for two perpendicular planes is caused from nonnormal incidence angles at the mirrors. This also gives rise to astigmatism ol
t he beam. To alleviate astigmatism, the incidence angles should be kept small.

The incidence angles in our resonator was 13.0°.

x(perpendicular) is line.y(parallel) is dashed

Figure 5.3: The inode radius inside the ring resonator. The straight and dashed
lines correspond to beam radii at vertical and horizontal planes respect!\-ely.
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Chapter 6
INTRACAVITY
FREQUENCY DOUBLING
We achie\’ed intracavity second harmonic generation by placing a Potassium
Titanyl Phosphate (KTP) crystal inside the cavity. The crystal is cut at d=90°
and 0=24° so that 1064 nm second harmonic generation is phase matched. The
layout of the e.xperiment is shown in the Figure 6.1.

Resonator Length

Pump Beam

KTP

m

Nd:YAG

-10 cm Input Coupler

Green output

3 m Output Coupler

F'igure 6.1: Intracavity second harmonic generation e.xperiment .

•Second harmonic generation is a nonlinear process which depends st rongly
on the intensity. To make the intensity high in the KTP, we put it where the
mode radius is smallest (very close to the flat output coupler). We optimized
t he gi'(‘en out put by changing the resonator length and the position of the KT'P
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crystal. Maximum second harmonic power was achieved using the -10 cm input
coupler with the -3 m output coupler. This -3 m mirror has high transmittance
at 532 nm and high reflectance at 1064 nm. The high reflectance at 1061 nm
results in high intensities at 1064 nm in the resonator and high transmittance
at 532 nm couples the green light out of the resonator.
This liiser has output beams at 532 nm and 1064 nm. To measure the 532 nm
portion, we employ a prism and separate these two frequencies. Results for
the laser yielding maximum green power are given in Figure 6.2. 165 inW of
maximum green power was obtained with this configuration. It has a nonlinear
characteristic. The laser threshold is at 0.5 W.

Figure 6.2; 532 nm power versus input power to NchYAG for the Fabry-Perot
laser.

Figure 6.3: 532 nm power \ersus input power to N<1:Y.-\C for tlie ring laser.
Intracavity second harmonic generation experiment was also implemented
with the ring laser. .A maximum of 85mW of green power was obtained from
this configuration (see figure 6.3).
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS
111 this thesis, we designed and built end-pumped Nd:YAG lasers. Lasing wa.s
achieved with Fabry-Perot and ring resonators. Also, second harmonic light
was generated from these lasers.
The Nd:YAG crystal is noted to be a good choice for diode-pumped lasers.
It lases with good efficiencies. However, when operated at high powers, thermal
effects causes the output power to decrease. These effects should be minimized
by better cooling the crystal.
It is seen that the Brewster’s angle cut gain medium is a proper solution
to get polarized laser outputs. It supplies necessary loss difference between orthogonal polarizations without using extra intracavity elements. However, the
gain is reduced due to enlargement of the pump beam entering the Brewster's
angle cut rod.
The TE cooler adjusts the temperature of the diode laser, and hence its
waA’elength. The output power of the laser can be maximized l)y varying the
temperature of the diode laser. However, TE cooler current limits are exceeded
when operating,at full power at low temperatures. This limits the achievabh'
diode laser wavelength range.
Th(' ]3ump beam spot size is observed to be a very important factor for
laser |)erformance. Non-Gaussian complex cluiracteristics of the diode light
al t he |)lane ])arallel to the junction prohibited small spot size's.

Lhis put a

striiige'iit limit on the gain of our laser and also caused multi trans\erse mode'
out |)ut beams in lasers with small mode radii. Therefore, we can ечіпсіікіе t hat
pre)due tion of high power eliode lasers with CJaussian beams at both plane's
00

would inirnediateh· increase the power level and the beam cpiality of diodeend-piiinped Nd:YAG lasers.
'I'he relatively low wall-plug efficiencies of our lasers are caused mainl}^
from the surface reflections of the optics used in the experiments. To increase
these efficiencies, optics that are anti-reflection coated at the pro]>er wa\'elength
should be used.
Suppressing higher order transverse modes by using an aperture did not
seem lo be a feasilrle way of getting single transverse mode output, since this
decreased the output power too much. Therefore, the solution of single mode
oi)eration should be searched in better matching the pump and fundamental
laser modes. Focusing the pump beam in a smaller area than the laser mode
area would give a laser operating at fundamental mode.
In the ring laser, unidirectional output can be obtained by employing an
isolator.

The lacking element to construct an isolator is the non-reciprocal

material. The Kd:\'V\.G crystal can give the required non-reciprocity by using
it witii a magnet in an appropriate manner. By inserting a Q-switch in one of
to its arms the laser can be run in pulsed mode. .Also Fabry-Perot lasers can
l)e run in pulsed mode by using a Q-switch.
In intracavity frequency doubling experiments, the output light is coupled
IVom several mirrors in the resonator. To obtain proper output power at the
second harmonic, mirrors properly coated at appropriate wavelengths are re
elui red.
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Appendix A
GAUSSIAN BEAMS
Paraxial waves have wavefront normals making small angles with the direction
of ]K-opagation [2]. The complex amplitude of such a wave can be given as
(A .l)

t'(r) = A ( r ) e x p { - j k z )

where r is the propagation direction, r is the position \ector and /l(r ) is a.
slowly varying function of position. They must satisfy the paraxial Helmholtz
eciuation
‘
where V r = 0'^I

dA

^ l A - j 2 k —

=

0

+ 0'^/dij- is the transverse Laplacian operator. .An inipor-

tanl solution of this ecpiation is the Gaussian beam. The complex amplitude
of a Gaussian beam is given by

e\ \ ^{ - j kz )

t^(r) = ^ e x p
<■/(’ )
oi' in a more o])en form

P^
in (r )J

exp - j k z - j k

2R{z)

+ja=)

and the intensity 7(r) = K '(r)P can be written as

2

l{f).z) = i.lul^

■ Ikh ■

exp

2p^

(A.o)

[yV(z)\

where in these e(|uations

p' = x' + i

(A .6)
(A.7)

1
q{z)

1
R{z)

X
•'nW'^iz)

- J-

Z ^

U ' ( C ) = Wo

R{z) = z \ l +
^(c) = tan

VKo =

A;:o

~0

—
-0

(A.8j

21 1 / 2

2

(A.9)

(A .10)
(A .11)

1/ 2

(A.12)

7T

l'X|uation (A .l) contains two parameters, A q and zq. The,y are determined from
the bonndary conditions. .All other parameters are related to Rayleigh range
;o and the wavelength A.
H '(r) is called the beam radius or the beam width. .At the radial distance

p = 11 (c), the beam intensity drops by a factor 1/e^.The minimum value of
M ( r) is at -■ = 0 and is called beam waist, Wo- The distance at which the beam
radius equals \/2lTo is the Rayleigh range, zq. Depth of focus is defined as 2zq.
<f(.:) is a phase retardation. R(z) is the radius of curvature of the wavefront at
position r.

Appendix В
RING LASER MODE
CALCULATIONS
In ring resonators, there are two orthogonal planes of mericlional symmetry
instead of cylindrical symmetry which exists in linear (Fabry-Perot) resonators.
The analysis of transverse modes in such a resonator can be done by extending
the analysis of modes in linear resonators.

.Since there are two orthogonal

|)lanes. the wave ecjuation can be uncoupled for these two planes. 'I’he solutions
ha\ e tlie form

f(r)

-4i

exp - ) h

exp

exp(-j-T r).

-Jk

(13.1)

Ы -)

This is an astigmatic (if (¡хфцу) Gaussian beam. It has different mode radii
and curvatures in x and у planes.
Го find the trans\ erse modes in a ring resonator, one has to multiply the

ABC' D matrices of the corresponding elements in the re.sonator in true order.
J'he ABC'D matrix of the free space propagation is the same for x and у |)lanes
as expected
' J d

0

1

It is well known that a concave mirror used at obli(]ue incidence focuses hori
zontal ray bundles at a location different from that of vertical bundles [18. 19].
riiis is reflected in two different effective focal lengths,

and jy (x plane

hoiizontal, у ])lane vertical assumed)
/ , = BcosO
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(13.2)

fy = R / cos о
vvliei e

(В.З)

is the angle of incidence and /? is the radius of curvature of the mirror,

ddierefore, mirror matrices for .r and у planes become, respectively
1

0

‘I f R cos в

1

/

1

у 2 cos в / R

[ J

By multiplying these matrices in the proper order according to ring geometry,

ABC D matrices of the resonator is obtained for two planes

■^X,y Bx^y
C
D

M.

Finding the resonator modes then becomes the search for the eigenvalues {cx^y)
of these 2x2 matrices because qx^y determining the mode characteristics is re
lated the eigenvalues b}^ the relation
qx,y

—

{^x,y

^ x ,y ) l ^ x ,y

(B.4)

d1ie mode radius and the radius of curvature are depended to q values as
= -

1
= Re
R■x,y

-1

(B.5)

(B.6)

A 2x2 matrix has two eigenvalues Ci and e2= l/c i . If the eigenvalues are real,
then the resonator is unstable. If the eigenvalues are complex, then ti=c^ and
it. is found that one of these solutions has a negati\’e value for I-F^y and must
lie rejected as unphysical. The remaining solution gives the mode in the jilane
which it belongs. The combination of solutions in two planes shows that tlie
I'esonator is stable (the eigenvalues are complex in both planes), unstable in
l)oth |)lanes (both eigenvalues are real) or unstable in one direction but not in
the other wliicli means agciin unstability.
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Appendix C
SPECIFICATIONS OF
SDL-2382-P1 DIODE LASER
CW output power (W )

4.0

Differential quantum efficiency (%)

70

Slope efficiency (W /A )

1.06

Total conversion efficiency (%)

30

Emitting dimensions W X H (/¿m)

500 X 1.0

Beam divergence

0¡j (deg FWHM)

34, 12

Threshold current (A)

1.97

I at 4.0 W (A )

5.76

V at 4.0 W (V)

1.89

Series resistance (i7)

0.056

Recommended case temperature (°C)

-20 to 30

Spectral width (nm FWHM)

2.0

Temperature coeff. of wavelength (nm /°C )

0.27-0.3

Temperature coeff. of op. current (% per °C)

1.0

Wavelength range (nm)

797-815

A b so lu te M a x im u m R atin gs
CW output power (W )

4.2

Reverse voltage (V)

3

Case operating temperature (°C)

-20 to 50

Storage temperature range (°C)

-55 to 60
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Monitor Photodiode
Sensitivity (^,A/mW)

0.3 to 10

Capacitance (pf)

6

Breakdown voltage (V)

25

Operating voltage (V)

10

Thermoelectric Cooler
■Max. drive current (A)

3.5

-Max. drive voltage (V)

8.0

Thermistor R <&' 25°C (kO)

10

PI

HIGH HEAT LOAD (>1 W) WINDOW PACKAGE

0.73
■ (18.5) 0.10
(2.5)

, 0 59
(15.0)

P io l:
P»o 2:
Pm 3:
Pm 4:
Pin 5:

T E C (-)
Cas·
U s e r Ancx)· ( ♦ )
Therm istor( 2 )

Pfrt6: Tham iistor ( 1 )
Pin 7: Laser Csthods ( - )
Pm 8: Monitor Photodiod· A nod·
Pm 9: Morwlor Pholodtod· CattxxJ·
P *n 1 0 :T E C (^ )

Figure C .l; Diode package specifications.
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